female power and male dominance
The causes and consequences of being in a particular dominance position have been illuminated in various animal species, and new methods to assess dominance relationships and to describe the structure

sex and dominance: how to assess and interpret intersexual dominance relationships in mammalian societies
The ability to end an unwanted pregnancy due to contraceptive failure, rape, incest or a night of revelry gave women a critical level of autonomy.

the criminalization of pregnancy
In this book a leading theorist on sex and gender discusses how hidden assumptions embedded in our cultural discourses, social institutions, and individual psyches perpetuate male power the

the lenses of gender: transforming the debate on sexual inequality
It doesn’t just ignore them; it disrespects the sports they play and claims they aren’t as skilled as their male counterparts.

america hates black female athletes
In a crowded, lively exhibition, one might get the impression that it is for everyone, pretty much. The viewers are more likely to be young, or at least seem young, than old, a bit more likely to be

still about money and power
For example, after World War II, resources were limited and so many parents of the Silent Generation chose to prioritise the education and well-being of male children, she said. “These

woman up: manning up to the problems of toxic masculinity in singapore’s society
female genital mutilation, human trafficking, and child marriage, to mention but a few. Characterized by gender inequality, power domination and exacerbated by cultural and religious biases which

tackling sexual and gender-based violence
For a sport that has always been open to women, that’s a 99.8% male dominance. Thirteen-time Grand VO2 max, neck and core strength, leg power, heat tolerance… we see and measure many key

finding the first female F1 drivers’ world champion
Alto’s conception of morality, in his abortion decision, relies on a patriarchal theology most Americans reject

justice alito’s bad theology: abortion foes don’t have “morality” on their side
The gravitational force of big money bends the art around it into new patterns – including those of pop culture

contemporary art is popular - but it’s still about money and power
The early 2000s will be remembered for many things: low-rise flared jeans, flip phones, and young people having a chance at becoming homeowners, to name a few. The Manic Pixie Dream Girl — a brief and

why the manic pixie dream girl has stayed off our screens since ‘ruby sparks’
Some female male bears, which are known to avoid such areas. “The research also supports a well-established theory in ecology that competition for territories results in the most dominant

some female bears may select dens near to people to keep the threat of males away
It’s just a domination thing,” he said starting and the weather slowly warming back up. Male snakes will be on the move looking for a female but also looking to fight with any other

carpet pythons fight during mating season at sunshine coast home
Sahlman is the first-ever boys cross country athlete to win the award and Rice is further solidifying her multi-sport dominance nation’s top overall female and male high school athletes.